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78 VISITING PROFESSORS’ ACTIVITIES IN ICR
Professor, Department of Material and Life 
Science, Graduate School of Engineering, 
Osaka University
(2-1 Yamada-oka, Suita, Osaka 565-0871)
Lectures at ICR





Professor, Department of Chemistry, 
National Taiwan University




Copolymerization Catalyzed by 
Organopalladium Complexes Bearing 
Aminopyridines–An Unusual Example of 





Professor, Department of Chemistry for 
Materials, Faculty of Engineering and 
Graduate School of Engineering, Mie 
University
(1577 Kurimamachiya-cho, Tsu 514-8507)
Lectures at ICR
Fundamental Basics in Electrochemistry





Professor, Laboratory of Synthetic and 
Industrial Chemistry, Faculty of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Hokkaido 
University




Associate Professor, Division of Synthetic 
Chemistry and Biochemistry, Graduate 
School of Engineering, University of Hyogo
(2167 Shosya Himeji, Hyogo 671-2280)
Lectures at ICR
Control of Self-Assembled Structure by 
Chemical Structure of Polymers





Professor, Institute for Materials 
Chemistry and Engineering, Kyusyu 
University
(6-1 Kasuga Kohen, Kasuga-shi, Fukuoka 
816-0811)
Lectures at ICR
Living Radical Polymerization and 
Hyper-branched Polymer; Homogeneous 
Catalytic System inspired by Industry-
Academia Partnership
Iron Carbonyl Complexes which Easily 





Associate Professor, Pan-Okhotsk 
Research Center, Institute of Low 
Temperature Science, Hokkaido University
(Kita-19, Nishi-8, Kita-ku, Sapporo 
060-0819)
Lectures at ICR
The Role of the Subpolar Region in the 
Material Cycle and Biological Productivity 




Associate Professor, Laboratory of 
Sequence Analysis, The Institute of 
Medical Science, Human Genome Center, 
The University of Tokyo
(4-6-1, Shirokanedai, Minato-ku, Tokyo 
108-8639)
Lectures at ICR





Associate Professor, Graduate School of 
Engineering, The University of Tokyo
(Yayoi, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8656)
Lectures at ICR
Advances of Nanofabrication Using 
Dressed Photons
Advancement of Photochemical Reaction 
Using Dressed PhotonsVis Assoc Prof
YATSUI, Takashi
(D Eng)
Prof Em KANEHISA, Minoru (D Sc)
Appointed as Res (pt) at ICR,
1 April 2012–31 March 2014
